Analysis of lower limb force in foot work exercise of Pilates
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Abstract

Introduction: Pilates is a physical exercise method that uses the resistance of springs to modulate the overload from exercises. Objective: To characterize the force versus time curve of the foot work exercise; verify and compare the force applied by the same limb during the foot work exercise against the resistance of two types of springs with different elastic constants, and verify and compare the asymmetry of force applied by right and left lower limbs during the foot work exercise against the resistance of the same type of spring. Methods: Twenty healthy adult individuals familiarized with Pilates were evaluated. Two extensometric force plates adapted to the Reformer apparatus were used. Each participant performed 10 repetitions of the exercise against the resistance of two pairs of springs with different elastic constants. Descriptive and inferential statistics were used with significance levels of \( p < 0.05 \). Results: The exercise's standard curve showed that the peak force is reached in the point of maximum hip and knee extension during the execution of the exercise. There were differences between force production by the same limb for different springs.
(p < 0.001) and between left and right limb when spring with lower elastic constant was used (p = 0.006). No differences were found between right and left limb when spring with higher elastic constant was used (p = 0.108). **Conclusion:** The knowledge of the force versus time curve and the quantification of unilateral force are important elements in the evaluation and prescription of exercises.
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**Introduction**

The popularity of Pilates has stimulated the development of studies investigating its effectiveness, evaluating the effects of training programs on different parameters such as muscle strength and muscle endurance (1, 2), flexibility (3, 4), decreased pain (5, 6), joint function restoration (5, 7) among others. Given the positive results, the method has been increasingly indicated and used in training and orthopedic rehabilitation programs, with emphasis on the rehabilitation of lower limbs (7, 8).

Rehabilitation of lower limbs in Pilates is given by the variety of open and closed kinetic chain exercises, with possible restrictions on the range of motion, and gradual increase in load (9). In this sense, the foot work exercise stands out, which is characterized as an closed kinetic chain exercise, similar to leg press in relation to the motor gesture (flexion-extension of hips and knee), but differs in relation to the position of the individual and external load (10, 11, 12). In Pilates, exercise is performed on the Reformer apparatus, with the individual positioned in supine position with feet supported on a bar; this horizontal position reduces the action of gravity (13), being commonly used when the injured joint is not able to support the entire body weight (14). External overload occurs by the use of springs, through which the change in length (applied force), the type of material (elasticity modulus), and the cross section dictate the strength magnitude and the value of the stored potential energy (15). In this exercise, the spring is stretched during the knee extension movement, generating a gradual increase in resistance, and progressively decreases during the movement return in knee flexion.

Some studies to date have analyzed this exercise from the biomechanical point of view, describing muscle activation and force moments (16, 17, 18), considering the results bilaterally, without a specific analysis for each lower limb. In the study by Vilardi (17), the effect of different elastic loads on cinematic strategies and electromyography activation during foot work exercise was investigated. The results indicate that the increment of elastic load causes increased electrical activation of muscles involved and reduced ankle peak velocity. In the study by Cantergi et al. (18), it was observed that individuals
can perform the exercise using different coordinative strategies due to the change in direction of the resultant force applied by the foot of the individual against the reformer support bar. However, regardless of strategy used, knee extensor muscles were the main contributors for the exercise.

As the external load in Pilates is modulated according to the variation of the elastic constant of springs and number of springs, professionals use subjective criteria (perceived exertion) to control exercise overload (13, 19). Both in training and rehabilitation processes, exercise load should always be consistent with the subject’s needs, especially in rehabilitation processes in which the use of inappropriate loads may delay recovery (insufficient loads) or even worsen the injury (excess load) (20). In this sense, is of crucial importance to quantify the loads applied during the exercise and know the force applied at each instant of the movement.

Considering that the foot work exercise is commonly used bilaterally in rehabilitation programs and physical training (14, 21), an important aspect to be investigated is the unilateral measurement of the force applied by the subject against different elastic loads. Such evaluation will provide basic information to understand the force symmetry between limbs and load progression in Pilates. Comparisons between limbs are used in orthopedic assessments and balance tests in order to diagnose functional instabilities, make therapeutic decisions, evaluate the results and determine whether the patient is able to start the gait training and/or sports activities (22). Additionally, the assessment of the symmetry of force between limbs is used as a criterion for determining the level of experience and the training evolution (23). The measurement of unilateral external forces may be used as a tool indicative of overload in the musculoskeletal system, muscle imbalances and support load modulation in exercises and exercise progression (24).

Given the above, the aims of this study were 1) to characterize the force versus time curve of the foot work exercise; 2) to check and compare the force applied by the same limb during foot work exercise against the resistance of two types of springs with different elastic constants; and 3) to check and compare the asymmetry of the force applied by left and right lower limbs during foot work exercise against the resistance of the same type of spring.

### Methods

#### Subjects

The study included 20 healthy adults (26.4 ± 2.8 years, 63.2 ± 11.0 kg and 1.66 ± 0.06 m) of both genders (15 women and 5 men) who met the following inclusion criteria: absence of musculoskeletal impairment and be familiar with the Pilates method (minimum of 8 classes). Individuals with length difference between right and left lower limbs above 0.02 m were excluded. All participants had the right limb as dominant.

#### Procedures

The aims and procedures of the study were initially explained to participants, who signed the Informed Consent Form. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee on Research Involving Human Beings of the University of the State of Santa Catarina - UDESC (109.446/2012). Subsequently, personal identification data, lower limb dominance and anthropometric measurements were obtained. Participants were assessed in the Reformer apparatus, where they familiarized themselves with the different loads (springs), being instructed to keep slight abduction and external rotation of hips, and support the hindfoot on the support bar in order to avoid the contribution of the extensor muscles of ankles during leg extension.

Each participant performed 10 repetitions of the exercise for each of the two pairs of springs (red springs with elastic constant of 491 N/m blue springs with elastic constant of 353 N/m), with 2 minutes of rest between sets. The order of performance with different springs was randomized.

#### Instrumentation

To perform the analysis of each of the lower limbs, two extensometric force plates adapted to the Reformer apparatus were used, as described by Machado, Dell’Antonio and Roesler (25), with acquisition rate of 500 Hz, connected to the ADS 2002 IP system (Lynx Tecnologia Eletrônica LTDA). Due to the original angle of the Reformer apparatus support bar, where the plates were fixed, it was necessary to carry out the exchange of coordinate systems to obtain the horizontal force values (it has higher contribution in foot work, because the exercise is performed in that direction). Figure 1 shows the equation used for exchanging the coordinate system.
Comparing symmetry between limbs for the same spring condition (Figure 3), it was observed that for the pair of red springs, no differences between the peak horizontal force production between right and left limbs (p = 0.108). However, for the pair of blue springs, significant differences were found (p = 0.006) between peak horizontal force production between right and left limbs. When comparing the effect of blue and red springs on horizontal peak force production of the same limb (Figure 3), the results indicate that the horizontal peak force production for the red spring was significantly higher than for the blue spring (p < 0.001).

Figure 3 - Horizontal peak force production (N) of each limb against the resistance of different springs, where blue is the performance of exercise against the resistance of a pair of blue springs and red is the performance of exercise against the resistance of a pair of red springs; Left is the use of the left leg; and Right is the use of the right leg. *Indicates significant difference p < 0.05.

Results

The force versus time curves of the 20 participants in this study showed similar characteristics. Figure 2 shows the force versus time curve of participants during the execution of the foot work exercise. It was observed that the force production varies according to the movement phase, and the peak force is reached at the point of maximum hip and knee extension during exercise.

Figure 2 - Horizontal force (N) versus time (s) curve of the right (curve in black) and left lower limbs (curve in red) against the resistance of two blue springs.

Discussion

Among the findings of this study, the characterization of the force versus time curve of the foot work exercise stands out (Figure 1). Such characterization is of fundamental importance for exercise prescription, since professionals need to know which phases of the movement produce more or less force (13, 19). Importantly, the force production during the foot work exercise, due to increased resistance imposed by springs when they are stretched, increases with a linear characteristic during the concentric phase of
The exercise and the peak force production coincides with the end of this phase. In contrast, during the eccentric phase, due to the return of spring to the starting position, there is a reduction of force production levels until the start of a new run.

Along with the characterization of the force versus time curve, it was necessary to quantify the application of these forces, and this measurement is the main mechanical overload indicator imposed on the locomotive apparatus of participants. In this study, quantifying forces during foot work exercise allowed two different analyses. The comparison of the peak force of the same limb against the resistance of two pairs of springs with different elastic constants showed that, as expected, the peak force was greater for the springs of greater elastic constant for both right and left lower limbs (Figure 2). In a similar study, Self et al. (13) used load cells to measure the reaction force of the lower limbs of dancers during flexion-extension movement of hips and knees, in external rotation and hip abduction performed in the Reformer apparatus, which resembles the demi-plié ballet movement. The force generated during exercise performed against the resistance of four springs was significantly higher (men, 369 N; women, 298 N), approximately 60% of the body weight, than against the resistance of only two springs (men, 200 N; women, 164 N), approximately 30% of the body weight. These results are explained by the fact that springs with greater elastic constant offers greater resistance to movement and thereby more force is needed to move them.

Furthermore, the use of two independent force platforms (one for each foot) allowed comparing the symmetry of force production between right and left lower limbs against the resistance of the same pair of springs (Figure 2). It is crucial to emphasize that, unlike the variation of the peak force production against springs with different elastic constants in which the professional knows in what situation the resistance to movement is higher or lower during bilateral exercise, the professional cannot judge subjectively the symmetry of force production between limbs.

In the present study, it was observed that, although the dominance of the entire sample was the right lower limb, for the pair of springs with a smallest elastic constant, the left limb showed higher average peak force compared to the right limb. Similar results were found in previous studies (27, 28). James et al. (27) instrumented a leg press apparatus with two force platforms analyzing the force symmetry of the lower limbs in physically active subjects against three different loads (50%, 100% and 150% of body weight) and verified that force was significantly higher in the non-dominant leg (4 - 12%). Mognoni et al. (28) reported higher knee extensors peak torque values of the non-dominant limb compared to the dominant limb in young soccer players. This result was attributed to the actions support of and balance of body weight carried out by the non-dominant limb when the contralateral limb performs the kick movement. However, our study analyzed healthy subjects experienced at Pilates, which allows speculating that differences can be explained by the fact that loads were so light that did not require higher force production from the dominant limb, as for the pair of springs of higher elastic constant, no differences in peak force production between left and right limbs were found.

Other authors (23, 29) also found no differences in the comparison between dominant and non-dominant limbs in the evaluation of force in trained and sedentary individuals. Pinto et al. (30) suggested that there is a tendency to lateral similarity of homologous limbs in subjects familiar with strength training, especially bilaterally. However, literature is still scarce about this behavior in Pilates exercises, although its knowledge is of paramount importance to determine the evolution of the individual and guide his progression in the method.

Asymmetry of lower limbs can lead to biomechanical abnormalities of posture and movement, negatively affecting both limbs either by excess demand for one of the limbs, increasing the burden on its joint, or by the weakness in the contralateral limb, decreasing its capacity to absorb large forces associated with daily and sports activities (24, 31). In addition, the return to symmetry of limbs is a common goal in rehabilitation processes (32) and symmetry in force production is often emphasized in strength training programs (27). Thus, the importance of assessing unilateral force for the diagnosis of possible imbalances, prescription and monitoring of rehabilitation and training programs is highlighted.

**Conclusion**

The Reformer apparatus instrumentation has important applications for professional practice and enables the description of the force versus time curve morphology, comparing the peak force production...
under different resistance conditions and analyzing symmetry between limbs. For subjects evaluated in this study, there was increased peak force for springs of greater elastic constant when compared to springs of lower elastic constant. For springs of lower elastic constant, significant difference of peak force between lower right and left limbs was observed. There were no asymmetries for springs of higher elastic constant. These results demonstrate the clinical potential of this type of evaluation.

For future studies, it is suggested the use of other measurement methods such as electromyography and kinemetry combined with dynamometric evaluation for the biomechanical understanding of the foot work exercise. The use of greater variety of loads and precise control of the movement speed execution are also suggested.
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